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Meanwhile, back at Mutant Beach...
Cindy finally realised that, yes, her bum really did look big in those ultra cutoff jeans she'd insisted on wearing for that early morning surf session.
Of course, in the old days, I would never have even considered using something like that art
above, except maybe as a physical cut & paste job. Did it several times in the past – when the print
run was small. Due mainly to the cost of colour photocopying back in the 1980s. Talk about an
arm and a nipple ring. Mind you, if anyone still has a complete collection of the early Pieces of
Eight apa mailing, then sorry for the mess it's in. I spent hours wrapping that contribution up in
tin foil, and getting near-perfect enlarged photocopies of the full wrap-around of the Wrigley's
chewing gum paper – even trimming it to fit. How was I to know the foil would eventually decay
and bond itself to the printed paper? It did on my own copy, years ago, so if it's all up in the loft
then you might as well set fire to it and claim the insurance.
And yet, here I am, with no sign of a pair of scissors in sight (well, the nurses around here are
very good) but with the technology to slap illustrations and artwork down and re-adjust the size
just by prodding and poking at the mouse in my hand. Not forgetting the one attached to the
computer as well...
So, what's the point of DETRITUS? Why start this now when, later on, there is mention the fact

that there are probably too many eZines around already? I suspect, very much like Eric Mayer and
his Revenant, there is something which becomes infused in the blood – some sort of genetic
malfunction – which, when combined with various other factors, produces a desire to just simply
'pub your ish' regardless.
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However, even if I were to cut away all the theatrical SF-based fandom trappings, it still does
not remove anything from my own enjoyment of the 'experience.' As Eric himself has said
elsewhere before, there are those who are more than happy to cross-pollinate – through such
hybrids as, but not bounded by, mini-comics (comicules), mail-art, multi-media as well as other
more traditional forms of idea and concept communication. And in the Electronic Age, often the
one thing which is missed is that of communication.
DETRITUS is also a place for Rodney to at last have some kind of ePresence (see how easy it is

to just stick an e- in front of a word and make it super-hip-speak? <smilie, smilie, thing-with-bigopen-mouth. No, honestly, it's hilarus – maybe you don't have the right app to display it
properly?>) while still working from the safety of an electric typewriter.
How long will it last? I have no idea. I'm in the process of setting up an eBook publishing
concern, and the joys of trying to get separate banking facilities tied into the likes of PayPal,
Amazon Kindle, Create Space, Smashwords, Fiction 4all, ed ceddera, seem to eat away at personal
time.
Which is why this is being done on an As-Is, Yeah-Whenever deadline.
It also depends on how both Rodney and I feel at the time. Experience has proven to me before
now that even simple things like APAs have their highs and lows, and trying to knock this out on
a monthly, or even bi-monthly basis, isn't going to be practical. We could try, but at our ages we
believe we know better.
Also, as they say, the best laid mice of plans and men, always seem beyond our Ken. But then,
some days, our Ken is dumber than a box of frogs, so it's not really rocket science to cross the eyes
and dot the tees by saying the next issue of this eZine will be out RSN, sometime after this one.
In this issue, I was going to scavenge something I recently posted in eAPA (a wondrous place of
fanciful electro-fannying about, even at its most dullest. Now, if Mr. Sullivan would kindly
remove the electrodes...), which, prior to that, last saw the light of day back in 1985. Coming back
to it after 27 years was an interesting experience, and I may well go fishing in the same source pool
for other pieces, depending on the response.
However, while printing off material for Rodney, I became entangled with my own feelings
about modern fanzine production methods, modern standards, and what I can only really describe
as the re-invention of 'Fandom' through evangelical – but obviously crossed – eyes.
There is also talk about fanzines, reviews and discussions about how old-time fanzine producers
feel in regard to the electronic silence that is the White Noise of the passive Internet consumer.
And, from time to time, just like the old days, there will be talk of fandoms and fanzines other
than that produced by just Core/Tru/SFanzine Fandom. Yes, I know, such a decision will get us
banished from the Land of TruFen, cast back into Mundania (aka The Real World) but, hey, been
there, done that, and no doubt, if I could be bothered to look, got the mental scars to prove it as
well.
Also, in this day and age of Electronic Publications, I suspect that the crossover elements have
already started blurring and breaking down the boundaries once more – something which some
elements of what I would have once called 'my kinda Fandom' have seemingly refused to accept,
(and this is the important bit, goys and burls), rather than greeted it with open arms. Then totally
Borg'd it out of existence.
Hey, it worked for the Romans.
Whenever something new came along, their culture absorbed it, bought into it, and made it their
own. How else do you think the Vatican can make over £50,000 of profit per minute?
“And the bad news?”
“Well,” says the Pope. “It means we gonna lose the Wonderloaf contract.”
It's an old joke....
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No Country
For Old Fen?
Part One – “But the sign outside says Fifty-Nine Minute Cleaners!”
“That’s just the name of the shop, luv.”
Before I start in on this, I'll just nail my colours to the masthead.
I know, just like Skel, or Eric Mayer – and a dozen cubed others know – where my place in the
All Encompassing Geography of Various Fandoms is, and for the most part where it has always
been. Which is in the sector/section/island/ex-city state/collapsed empire known as Fanzine
Fandom. It bridges various subsets, one of which is Science Fiction Fandom, and for me it is also a
sub-subset of my Real Life.
The fact that I’m usually up in the hills, rather than down in the valley with the Core TruFen,
doesn’t really concern me. I’m happy to be just beyond the edge of that particular town, tinkering
with other fandoms as well as this one, and watching the Fan world spin on. It helps to generate
some interesting parallels.
‘Furinstance, There was a recent issue of the Toronto-based Broken Pencil (cover date Winter
2012), which ran a feature – Zine Vs. Art: Is the art world taking over? In it, Laura Trethewey, using
the term 'zinesters', bemoans the strange metamorphosis:
‘Many of the zine creators at Canzine this year displayed business cards
identifying themselves as illustrators or designers – not zinesters. Quality
cardstock was everywhere. The long-arm stapler, once a cheap mode of
binding as well as a call to arms, seemed to be edged out by delicate saddle
stitching and adorable metal fasteners.’
Later on in the piece, she goes on to comment:
‘Two recent large format books confirm the growing divide in the zine world.
Fanzines (Thames & Hudson, 2010) purports to give an historical overview of
zines, dropping in mentions of the great-great granddaddies of zinesters, such
as Thomas Paine's Common Sense pamphlet (1776) to the Pre-Raphaelite artists
of the 1850s, passing through the sci-fi, anarcho-punk, queercore and Riot
Grrrl phases right up to zinesters tabling at fairs today. The book favours the
scrappily produced text-and-collage type zines that, today, probably make up
only about five to ten percent of what's on display at your average zine fest.
‘Behind the Zines: Self-Publishing Culture (Gestalten, 2011) pretty much ignores
the cut-and-paste zine altogether. This book focuses on work produced in the
last decade and boldly calls its purview the 'second wave of self-publishing.'
Anyone who might come across this coffee-table book at a gallery would take
'zines' to mean art displayed in glossy printed pages. If Fanzines is, indeed, the
past and Behind the Zines really does represent the future, the art world, it
seems, has already taken over.’
I’ve not seen copies of either of those book publications, but maybe sometime I will. However,
Laura Trethewey’s article, plus others in that issue of BP, reminded me a lot of the discussions
regarding Paper & PDF.
Similar arguments put forward – roots & tradition vs new production from new blood – along
with a general feeling amongst some that various dues have not been paid by those stepping up to
the line with new technology and newer ways of communicating similar ideas.
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And I can appreciate that from both sides.
But I also feel that venerating tradition and history above progress means that we are in danger
of forever looking backwards. That is something I’ve felt strongly about, and stated as such in
Steev/Steve Higgins’ Stomach Pump either issue 8 or 9, back in the 1980s. To me, that is not only
self-defeating but, as has been evinced by some of the wailing and gnashing of false teeth, it does
nothing more than alienate some potential new blood who, on dipping his/her toe in the water,
has it ripped off by a marauding old pike for not knowing it should always be big-toe-left-foot
first, spit three times, chug a case of bheer, then put the rest of your foot in.
This, in itself, is nothing new, and I can easily step back over thirty+ years and still come up
with the same argument topics, emotional feelings, and general attitudes when I started mixing
small press, comics/comix, indie music, art-house, graphics/graphix/grafix publications and
outré material in the review sections of IDOMO. Given the rise of Mike Gunderloy’s Factsheet Five,
in the US at around the same time, I guess it was something which was destined to happen – along
with other indie zines such as Surfing Sharks and Juniper Beriberi, two which still stick in my mind,
even to this day.
My feelings in those days was that anything which came through the letterbox was fair game for
review – mainly because, for most, it was the only way of getting the word out and about.

Part Two – “You’re Never Too Old Too Rock ‘n’ Roll
And You’re Always Too Young To Die.”
So when I read Jonathan McCalmont’s comments in Arnie Katz’s Fanstuff #18 (in reply to one of
Arnie’s essays) I was left more than a little confused.
You ask in Fanstuff 17 who killed fandom and write with considerable
wisdom about the historical changes that fandom underwent in the mid-20th
Century. As someone who was born in 1976 and who has existed on the
margins of British fandom for close to ten years, I must say that nothing has
turned me off fandom more violently than the attitudes displayed in your
columns and editorials.
I dropped out around about 2000, but even on my return to the fray around 2006, Jonathan’s
name was not one I picked up on, and those who know me, know I’m usually kicking around the
leftfield crowd as a matter of gravitational habit. That’s not to belittle Jonathan; it’s just a
statement that the first I’ve seen of him on the horizon was the LoC in Fanstuff #18.
Apart from the (deliberate? unintentional?) blurring of the British with the American, it also
seems to fulfil Christina Lake’s comments in eAPA recently in regard to the 1980s being the new
Lost Fandom.
Christina, along with Lillian Edwards, did more than their fair share of boundary breaking
when they started publishing This Never Happens. The Terrible Twins, along with myself, the Big
Dummy Collective, The Alternative Headmaster’s Bulletin, the Mad Dog Collective, Norm
Harrington’s numerous ‘mini’-projects, Steve Sneyd, John F. Haines, John Howard, The EightHand Gang, Mark Valentine, Bryn Fortey, Geoff Boswell, Nigel Richardson, The Chicken Brothers,
Cardinal Cox, Cipher Magazine, The Women’s Periodical, Shallow End, The Birmingham Revival
post-Hansworth Revolution, Interzone Magazine, Ian Sorrensen & the whole Conrunner
movement, Yellow Dwarf, David Bateman, Illy the Fish, Willy Smith (I could go on) – not
forgetting, slightly earlier, Andy Darlington’s Ludd’s Mill, the whole Knockabout Comics and the
police raids at their London shop, Savoy Books (I know, but it was a fun time), Libertine and the
court cases. All of that is off the top of my head, and all were – while some still are – active in the
UK, as opposed to being US products.
All of those, plus no doubt countless more, had little or nothing to do with Core/True Fandom
(as Arnie is want to call it) and had a lot to do with shaping the way small press/DIY (while also
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influencing more modern SF fanzines) evolved and progressed away from the early cut&paste
scissors&Pritt days of Kill Your Pet Puppy, Sniffing Glue, Ripped & Torn, etc.
Even Rodney, on a recent letter, put an old Print or DIY sticker on the back of it – from a time
when people did physical things through a sense of fun, energy, communication, expression,
exchange and multicultural expansion.
So, when I read further down Jonathan’s letter –
My experience of fandom is of a set of institutions that has little interest in
renewal or rebirth. Trapped by the delusion that their way is the only way,
established fans have allowed their institutions to decline at a time when
enthusiasm for science fiction, fantasy and horror have come to dominate the
mainstream cultural landscape. Genre films, games, TV series and books
generate billions of dollars as young people the entire world over fall over
themselves in their quest for sensawunda. Sadly, rather than seizing the
cultural moment and expanding to meet the demands of millions of new fans,
SF fandom turned inwards and began constructing the sort of selfaggrandizing myths that you regularly spit in the face of people like Nalini
Haynes.
– I felt more than a little lost, because although quite a lot of the 1980s generation moved on
(families, responsibilities, other interests, rising costs of small scale production (aka less than 1,000
print run), changes in multimedia allowing for much more immediate diversity, etc) some stayed
within various ‘circles’ – and continue interacting and mutating even though they are way past
their teens and thirties.
However, disregarding the fact that Jonathan was 4 or 5 when most of the cross-pollination of
the 1980s started to ramp up (without the aid of word processors, computers, the Internet, email,
blogs, facebook, twitter and the like), even back then it was blindingly obvious that, for every 100
fans of a particular genre/media/’fandom’, the ‘active’ element – rather than those just prepared
to sit back and be passive consumers – was maybe 1 to 3 per cent. If you were really lucky, then
maybe you got 5 or 10 out of that 100. Ask any physical group, or any online forum mod, and
they will tell you that the ratio of passive to active is around about that, even today, with all the
mass media and modern technology designed to make interactivity all the more easier.
Another of my concerns is Jonathan’s assumption that ‘Fandom’ should be hacking a slice of the
‘billions of dollars’ supposedly just gagging to be exploited.
But, to move on:
Faced by a community of old, straight, white, middle class people who bleat
about education when they should be thinking about inclusivity and
multiculturalism, today’s young (and at 36 I do not include myself in that
demographic) seek shelter in the fandoms of anime, video games, media and
comics. Institutions that are only too happy to respond to the changing needs
of younger fans. Institutions that emerged at a time when thousands of
younger fans were turned away from an insular and dysfunctional fandom
that seems to be perpetually drunk on old glories and obsessed with events at
conventions so buried in the distant past that they might as well be bemoaning
the French revolution
Say what? To quote Tweety Pie “He don’t know me very well, do he?” Straight? Middle class?
When did the Gaylaxians die out? Jim Skin and Danny Jules from Gothello Magazine (from the
first wave of Goth – Bauhaus, Sisters of Mercy, etc), back further to good old Rocky Horror and the
Denton Conventions here in the UK – Martin Smith, Roy Dalgleish and Dragonbreath – again, just a
quick tap off the top of my head. Not forgetting Libertine magazine (one of the various David
Morgans, as I recall – and I had nothing to do with the issues which got them busted and hauled
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up in front of the beak. They got off – in more ways than one.)
It’s very much a misnomer when Jonathan says: Institutions that emerged at a time when
thousands of younger fans… Because I can remember Japanimie/Animie fandom being prevalent
before 1980, back when anything like that was labelled Manga, whether it liked it or not. Even at
that time there has been a lot of debate regarding the perception and depiction of women within
the medium – which also led into various debates regarding the Japanese concept of Art and
Pornography when presented in a Western Cultural environment (ie, with little or no real
understanding behind the shaping of the culture behind the creation.)
It fails to acknowledge the likes of Martin Locke’s BEM, a cornerstone of British Comics fandom,
The Owl’s Effort (aka TOE), Chris Brasstead, Andy Meacock and SMS doing Mad Dog, Tom Abell’s
First, the fusion and distribution network that was the mainstay of BBR aka Back Brain Recluse,
Dave Hunt’s Savage Earthworm, and Ximoc – all based around comics/comix in the UK. Hell, even
IDOMO 4 had a long interview with Alan Grant (yes, that Alan Grant, now hailed as the
Grandfather of the British Comics Revival, from the very early days of 2000AD) back in 1979.
Video Games? Seriously? I was barely lucky enough to afford an Adler Gabriel 8008 electronic
typewriter plus two changes of daisywheels. Prior to that it had been two manual Olympia
Traveller Deluxe portables. And then Peter Sullivan, in the eAPA 102 package, mentions the death
of Richard J. Walkerdine, which brings back memories of Geoff Kemp’s Quartz, and Mike Lewis’
Dragon Lords – both part of the much wider Postal Gaming fandom (and you think SF Fandom
awards can be bitchy?)
As for media? Where to start? Anyone remember the adverts IDOMO helped push out for one
of the first distributions of Eraserhead? Supply your own video tape and return postage. Eddie &
Sunshine (Survival Records) did a whole video album – the two of them sitting in a stage-set
railway carriage (scenery on a motorised canvas loop) singing their album tracks live, to a backing
tape. Again, supply your own video tape and 50p in cash. Seriously, you’d stick coins onto
cardboard and mail it off. And please, don’t get me started into DIY records and tapes – it’s bad
enough trying to remember the stuff Skate released, let alone the private tapes and flexi disks – or
even Lesley Ward’s Tape APA.
And as things progressed and evolved, so did those who chose to stick with it. One of the
Granddaddies of them all is John Thiel’s Surprising Stories – now a full-blown website, even more
wonderfully strange than when he was just confined to paper.
However, reading Jonathan’s letter, it gives the impression that all of the above never happened
– sort of like consecutive editions of the old Russian Who’s Who – where people appear and
disappear, depending on how The Committee felt about them.
Leaving aside the blunderbuss style of the letter in regard to SF Fanzine Fandom, the other
thing so blatantly obvious is Jonathan’s insidious Age-ism. Arnie comments to some degree,
though (IMHO) undermines things by the use of the expression ‘TruFandom ‘ as his point of
reference. Jonathan seems to feel that in order to be a part of today’s Fandom (again, a
blunderbuss approach, with little attempt made to differentiate between the Fandom he is riling
against, and the Fandom he is supposedly championing) one cannot be old, because being old
means you have nothing to offer, or teach, or show a new generation of people who are involved
in the same kind of activities.
It is awfully reminiscent of the 30 - 35 year barrier that queercore subconsciously imposed on
itself – much to its detriment. Before long many of the ‘founders’ found themselves beyond 30
themselves, and were pushed into a position of either exiling themselves to the attic with the
complete back catalogue of Judy, Liza and Bette – or having to go back and try to pull down and
rebuild their own empires afresh.
It’s also a product of the new Celebrity Culture we now seem to have evolved – something I’ll
come onto later – where, if you’re not Internet-Empowered then you’re a nobody. It’s no longer a
matter of Social Networking, but being on the right Social Networking system – because if you’re
not seen with the right people then, yep, you’re a nobody. You’re a Loser.
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Jonathan also holds up Nalini Haynes as one of the grievously injured parties. I’m not entirely
sure why. However, after various comments from Rodney about a fanzine with 245 pages (yes,
245pp – 33 lines per PDF page, typeface ½ a centimetre high on a regular 4:3 17” LCD – plus
various half-page pictures) I felt it was a bit much to print off. Then I saw Dark Matter #10 on Bill
Burns’ eFanzines website.

Part Three – “See this microphone? A Shure? Sure, by Cartier of Paris!”
Long after the Dawn of Fanzine Time someone published a review of a fanzine – I think it was
concerning the zine, Pneumatic Vulture. In the review they commented about PV’s poor
duplication – stencil crease and crap ink. It had been produced in the summer of 1976 – blistering
temperatures and poor storage had crippled their ink to the point of separation between oil and
pigment, making it impossible to get a good copy from anything.
At that time the reviewer had no experience of production what so ever, let alone the vagaries
of home printing via duplicators. I felt the review was unfair because PV had done the best it
could, at the time, in order to produce something.
However, in this Age of Computerisation, producing something to run across multiple
platforms is only as difficult as producing the master copy. Okay, there are various problems with
how Adobe and Quark anchor graphics and links, and the infamy of the Mickey$oft Office
generated HTML is legendary, or the fact that CS6 has more patches than a quilting bee on
Ritalin… But, that aside, once the master is created then it is simply a matter of pouring that into
whatever template you want. Then going back and proofing it one last time before sending it out.
Dark Matter #10 breaks one of the cardinal rules of production in that it shows little regard for
its ‘off-line’ readership/subscribers when it comes to quality control. Pieces from the previous
issue – #9 – have been left in place, including the credits on page 4, and the Volunteers biogs down
on 106 to 108. So when you read that –
This is a fair indicator of Edward’s personality - don’t do it at all unless you get
it right! Not surprisingly, Edward is Dark Matter’s proof reader. Any errors are
most likely because DM was published before he finished proof reading.
Edward is a true geek - he works in IT.
– then I can only assume he had nothing to do with DM #10. Otherwise why the inclusion of the
Nalini Singh interview (p35-39) then the same interview, slightly reset this time (p49-53)? If it had
been a genuine mistake, then fine – drop the wrong file into the hopper and lo, you have a double.
But this was correctly indexed, and somewhere along the line it went from a web cut&paste to
something more typeset.
And thereby hangs one of the biggest production problems I have with DM #10 – not only does
it c&p indiscriminately, it also repeats itself again and again within the text. After the first six to
eight textual pages I was in no doubt that the zine was Dark Matter – and that most of the material
in the PDF version was ‘stale’ and out of date – a statement printed at the end of page 3, in fact.
I’m not sure if that’s quite what a subscriber would really want to read, given that close to it is a
call for PayPal donations. There also seems to be some kind of strange ‘y’know this is SO LAST
WEEK!’ self-depreciation which only serves to undermine what is, in effect, an energetic and
enthusiastic media-news style magazine/webzine/fanzine. An interview is an interview is an
interview. It does not lose value because it isn’t immediately posted up on the Internet. And I
suspect the ‘subscribers’ to DM the zine are those who want to read at leisure, rather than those
desperate NOT to be the last in their gosgrp to comment on it. (The use of CAPS is also disruptive
where a simple italic bold would emphasize without jarring the reading flow.)
It also loses direction several times. Mostly this is due to the inclusion of very
personal/emotionally motivated material, which does the magazine no favours what so ever. Did
I really need to read in DM (rather than in some more relevant Blog) about someone called Ryan
Perez? Apparently, according to the author, Ryan is a loser because he only had 50 followers on
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Twitter, he said some vile and nasty things which then led, after an Internet campaign, to him
being sacked. Why give it more prominence than it deserved?
The outcome for the webz? Attitude toward women in general but especially
in gamer culture, is once again the topic du jour (of the day).
Why talk down to the readership? Unless it is de riguere to the style? Also why follow
emotional comments about objectifying women and the gamer culture attitude, with what looks
like a publicity shot from Legend of Neil – a spoof on the old computer game, Zelda – in praise of the
cast, etc? Objectifying women in games is nothing new – ask the creators of Leisure Suite Larry
(brothel sex) and Leather Goddess of Phobos (lewd setting)– originally an Infocom text adventure.
But the emotion should have been checked long before the following:
It seems to me that a loser whose career was struggling decided to get
attention by attacking a woman, someone he considered a ‘soft’ target.
Presumably he felt safe in doing so, feeling that the risks outweighed the
benefits. What concerns me is that he’s been rewarded by people on the webz:
he now has 2,245 followers as of a minute ago. [My Red]
I am left wondering if this really is the Fandom that James is championing? It’s not what you do
or say, but all down to how many ‘followers’ you have? Maybe it is perceived that this one person
has total sway over 2,245 others – or that 2,245 people are unable to make their own minds up in
regard to this man Perez.
Does it also mean that, with no Twitter accounts, both Rodney and I are considered to be Uber
Losers? Hey, wait a minute. Rodney doesn't even have a computer, or a smartphone, and no
desire to own any. Does that make him, therefore, an Ultra-Uber Loser?
The piece ends with:
A douchebag is being rewarded for his misogyny.
The best way to treat people like this is to, firstly, tell them their behaviour is
inappropriate. Secondly, take other actions like contacting their employer, the
police, block them etcetera. Finally, though, ignore them. Ostracism is the best
way to deal with trolls.
So, if ostracism is the best way, why is there a mass of space devoted to the subject? And would
the ‘subscriber’ be interested in this which was, I believe, back in July?
Leaving aside the question of Web Vigilante-ism as whipped up into an unpalatable frappé via
Twitter shitstorming, later on we’re treated to the following:
Today a comment was made on Twitter implying that all those in fandom are
hucksters, seeking attention. Eh hem. The comment was made on twitter. By
someone involved in podcasting and small press – oh wait, apparently not in
small press. (What is the difference between small press and – I guess –
independent press? She hasn’t answered my query yet, so I’m being kept in
the dark.)

(Independent Press is what it says on the tin – no reliance on a larger, parent company, while also
having gained enough self-generated revenue and contracts to allow/require a semi-National or
National distribution via a professional network. Common knowledge, rather than being kept in
the dark. Example:- Small Press can be via Lulu.com for printing and distribution, while
Independent would be through a PoD or dedicated printer, and on the shelves in WH Smiths,
Waterstones, etc, as well as independent bookshops.)
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Am I seeking attention? I guess I am. Why am I seeking attention? Should I go
quietly back into my corner, ceasing all fannish activities?
Before starting Dark Matter I would hardly speak to another human being
other than my husband and son, day in and day out. I was unemployed – I
still am – and I couldn’t get volunteer work. Dark Matter gave me an outlet for
my energies. While it doesn’t feel as ‘real’ to me as a paying, mind-numbingly
boring or stressful job with salary attached, Dark Matter gave me a focus.
Without an audience, however, there would be no Dark Matter. What
publisher is going to send me free books if they’re just giving me freebies
without reaching a larger audience? What author is going to give me their
time in interviews if it’s just a nice chat with one fan? Dark Matter needs an
audience to exist. Without an audience, I’m back to being isolated with no
outlet for my creativity.
Disregarding the fact that, most of the time, once you’re on a publisher’s Review List it’s almost
impossible to get off them (John Peters ex-Flickers’n’Frames ceased publishing in the 1980s, and
when last I heard, he was still getting review material – ditto Paul Brazier) DM uses material
gained from publishers as giveaway gifts (see DM #9.) No problem with that, until I read that
review copies of eBooks are also considered gifts for readers as well. Maybe I’m wrong in this
case, but usually eBooks are restricted in regard to ownership, with the statement/understanding
that such is not transferrable between original recipient and the supposed ‘new owner’ of the
digital edition. It’s certainly something M-I Press has looked into as some form of obligation from
the reader for not incorporating DRM.
Regardless, my main ‘annoyance’ is with the final sentence quoted above, that of no outlet, and
I’ll go back to the 1980s as a point of reference. Is such a comparison relevant? Damn skippy it is.
Back then people created things because they wanted to be creative. If they didn’t find an outlet
for their kind of creativity, they not only made some, but also mutated and used what had gone
before.
DM#10 does little to further itself in other areas, especially when, after an impassioned plea for
less objectifying and sexploitation of women, we’re given the dual standard of:-

I get the impression that he thinks he could pwn ‘em and school ‘em in more
ways than one! I’d love a ringside seat for that performance.
I’m assuming ‘pwn’ is a typo, and that it should be ‘own’ – making the comment & content
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more ponyboy, rather than straight – which would, I suppose, in other times, lead me to ask the
question of why is it that a seemingly disproportionate number of women find gay S&M to be an
incredible turn on? But not in this case – even though I’m also left wondering as to whether such a
costume would be permissible at an Eastercon? And, FYI – The Spider’s Web down in Portsmouth
used to have a regular couple of muscle Marys who could put him to shame, along with stitching
their own leather outfits, rather than just going for the ready-mades.

Part Four –

“Commercials came on, so I got up, just to get
myself a snack. You should-a seen what was
going on, by the time that I got back.”

To carry on further with a critique of DM#10 would be pointless. It is a badly flawed production
from the outset, and were it not for the fact that it pushes the donation aspect, for such things as
convention memberships and new software (rather than writing for press/freebies and using open
source) then I suspect I would have been less inclined to pick and pull at it. But, for me, the
underlying aggravation is one of little or no respect for either the off-line reader/subscriber, or the
paper-reading communities when it comes to the quality of production.
In regard to funding DM? Surely the place for this would be Kickstart – something not
unknown to DM – or by selling various merchandise through affiliation schemes, or by just
flogging promotional stuff off on eBay, etc.
Yes, there is an energy in the writing, and to some extent it helps to carry some of the material
along. But that energy is dissipated before it has a chance to build, namely by the inclusion of
personal material/agendas/axe grinding (out of place in what is purporting to be primarily a
news, reviews & comment magazine) and by little attempt to present what there is in an appealing
way to the readership. Two examples in regard to formats would have to be the Australian
Andromeda Spaceways, and also for production values (rather than content), the very professional
Raygun Revival (now in its 6th year, and worth checking the archive issues in regard to layout and
design.)
Either way, if DM is looking to progress and be taken seriously, it needs to take a step back from
‘the webz’ (an expression I find curious, given the usual use of the additional ‘z’ with the likes of
‘warez’ and ‘moviez’) and consider if it wants to be just a print off of yet another wordpress-based
blog, or whether it wants to make the step to a proper, well written and constructively interactive
Fan Magazine.

[Part One – Bonzo Dog DooDah Band – Shirt]
[Part Two – Jethro Tull – Never Too Old To etc]
[Part Three – Rikki & The Last Days Of Earth – Loaded]
[Part Four – The Coasters – Along Came Jones]
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Rodney's Foolish Foray
into
eFanzine Fanac
Chuck, having hauled me into doing fanac again and being willing and able to provide me with
copies of fanzines off the Internet, we have developed this idea. He will print off copies of zines
that I can read, ship them to me, I will read what I can, write a review of each one and type those;
mail that to him and he will add his comments and upload the thing to eFanzines.
So, the latest bundle contained 11 fanzines, somewhere in the vicinity of 140+ pages. I read
almost anything. All of them printed well except for portions of Broken Toys. [Due to problems with
Acrobat & the laser printer I use to run off copies]
Reading #5 in the locs, I noted that Taral says: “the other currency much neglected these days is
the fanzine review.” He does loccols like they should be done, inserting his own comments
wherever he deems appropriate. I wish he would change the colour of his replies though. Better
yet, send me paper copies. But in #6 he writes about a hassle he had with someone on some blog
and “it must be years since I mailed someone anything.” Also in #6, Lloyd Penney comments
about doing fanzine reviews; stating that he did some for years for something called ASKANCE;
but he did not think he was that great a reviewer and there was little response. And: there is only
so much we can say – without dishing out egoboo – or pissing people off. Not having seen the
fanzines, I obviously cannot comment on the quality of Lloyd's reviewing ability. Perhaps Chuck
can find them and I can read them and do something with that here. But since I rarely worry
about pissing people off my co-author may not want me to.
Lloyd does make a valid point occasionally and one here is that there is only so much one can
say about many fanzines. Especially SF fanzines. For example: I have seen, by one means or
another, about 20 issues of NICE DISTINCTIONS. I can't recall ever getting any directly from
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publisher Arthur Hlavaty, and I am confused by the issue numbering, he's been doing these things
for decades now, how is it #21? Anyway, here is a review of NICE DISTINCTIONS done from
memory: 6 pages of written words, broken into paragraphs and short pithy comments, dealing
with life and science fiction, politics and books, sex and other types of politics, economics and real
life and language and literature. Memory doesn't tell me how to get it. So there were 3 issues in
this package. Picked up #21. A cover of a fantasy story, what the hell. The other 5 pages were the
usual. Well, I had forgotten all the comments about people who had passed on; not sure if he used
to do that or not. Another cover on #22. But #23 fits. It's a good zine I always enjoy reading any
issues which come my way. But I couldn't come up with any sort of a loc even when I was doing
lots of locs and how do you review this zine more than a time or two? The zine is available in
numerous ways, including on paper and email and here on eFanzines and by belonging to FAPA.
Perhaps I can give a different contact point each time Chuck sends me one of these. Eddress:
hlavaty@panix.com – That version available on request in text and pdf.
One of the pieces in BROKEN TOYS #6 was a reprint of an essay from 1991 concerning some
happenings at a con in Chicago in 1990, involving Taral selling art, a fellow artist by the name of
Delphyne Woods and a con artist kid trying to buy things for a buck. Like much of Taral's writing
when he is not being serious it was rather amusing. I have no idea of the cute XXX-rated bunny on
the back cover, just immediately after this tale, had anything to do with Ms. Woods. But, guess
what? That cover on NICE DISTINCTIONS #21. Dragon and lady. Signed: Delphyne Woods.
There are often interesting connections in fanzine doings.
The poorest zine by my definition was the SOUTHERN FANDOM CONFEDERATION UPDATE
August 2012 edition. Nothing like it used to be when Julie Wall was editor. I did enjoy the
conreport by Joy Smith, but they WAHF'd Toni Weisskopf for God's sake!
I also quite enjoyed QUANTUM B*LLOCKS issues 7, 8 and 9. Each one is small at about 6 pages.
The young lady who publishes this is obviously a Star Trek fan, on the other hand, she does have
some interesting thoughts which she shares; she gets a few good letters and she has, or at least had
when she was 18, really nice legs. This was one of those rare occasions when I almost wished I had
a computer; copy I got was a little light on the ink. She writes nicely and even provides a couple of
addresses. It seems from reading the letters in #7 that some grumpy old fart complained about her
title and she gets support from Eric Mayer. Support the lady! Go read her zines if you haven't!
Send her a letter, offer support and encouragement.
Jinni Cracknell, c/o 100 Balsall Heath road, Edgebaston, Birmingham, B5 7NQ UK eddress:
cyberdestiny40@hotmail.com
And then... a 36 page compendium of meetings, classes, club get-togethers and discussion
groups and book clubs by Garry Dalrymple intended as a contribution to ANZAPA and, also
obviously, eFanzines. There is a fair amount of duplication; I wonder if he does a newsletter for a
club and cobbles a bunch of them together for this zine. Called, as far as I can tell, TBS&E. #49
covers February to April 2012. Starts off with a dissertation on a pre Christ religion which I found
interesting albeit not enough to make me want to type all those long names. Then there is a bunch
of SF stuff, astronomy, moon travel, like that, skipped by this reader. The club discussions on
topics such as female societies in SF&F stories; ageing and senility in SF stories and mind spaces
were rather intriguing and provided a long list of reference materials should anyone wish to
explore these topics by reading stories. Some book reviews, and there is a place in Sydney called
Sapphos Second Hand book shop.
This is, to me, one of those fanzines that contain some really interesting material and some of no
interest. SF fans should like it a lot, I would think. At least those folks who actually like science
fiction. No idea of availability. Try an email: garry.dalrymple@det.edu.au
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PROCRASTINATIONS #11. This starts with an essay on the Hugo packet, whatever that is, by
publisher John Coxon. Then a longish tale of a lady who became a huge fan of a Western TV
show, complete with a visit to the set and making costumes, many pictures. Taral Wayne, who is
becoming almost as ubiquitous as Lloyd Penney, has an amusing article on voice activated
gadgets. And Mark Plommer provides a bit of fanfic which was likely highly enjoyable to those
folks who are part of that cadre of Brit Fandom and the Corflu crowd. If other readers were lost by
the in-jokes and name drops, well... probably no one cared. And 2 LoCs. I was amused when I
read Eric Mayer commenting on having a previous LoC attributed to Mike Glyer, followed by
apologies from you John, and then I flipped back to the index on page 2 and laughed out loud to
note that he did it again! Obviously I am easily amused! Lloyd mentions receiving a paper
edition; apparently he does paper copies. Unstapled, it says. The one I got was stapled, but Chuck
did that.
Email: john.coxon@gmail.com Address: 14 Chapel Lane, Peterborough, PE4 6RS, UK.
The signature section of ASKANCE Vol. VI #2 is entitled Whither Fandom and consists of a
conversation between Taral Wayne and Lloyd Penney, followed by a conversation between Taral
and Eric Mayer, and a couple of pages by publisher John Purcell, all about fans and fandom and
fanac. This sort of navel gazing is endemic in fandom but that does not detract from its
readability. I actually read this section twice. And now I'm going to add my loonie's worth.
I have been thinking about the various ways of obtaining fanzines and also the differences
between now and back in the 1960s and 70s which the above-mentioned folk spend a number of
words on. Biggest difference obviously is that all fanzines were on paper back then whereas today
the majority are electronic. I haven't seen an issue of BANANA WINGS in ages, but as far as I
know it is still strictly paper. It's the only one I can think of. [There are still more which are purely
paper-only/dead-tree, though some are dual fuel based with paper first, followed by ezine. However, with the
ever-rising cost of postage, etc, the paper-only variety is becoming scarce.]
My first ever SFanzine came from Joseph Nicholas and Judith Hanna. I can't remember the title.
Should be able to remember your first, shouldn't you? Well, Chuck will insert the title [Fuck The
Tories – cut to FTT later. Never received one directly myself, though other people did send me batches of the
things now and again.] I was doing the original THE LEIGHTON LOOK which was purely a
reviewzine and had no SFanzines. I had no idea what to do with it other than a review. I had no
idea of what Lloyd dubs the economics of fandom. I sent a copy of LOOK. As I recall, Joseph was
not impressed. Various folks provided me with an intro and an education; history lesson is not
important here and none of the people who helped me along the way have been in touch for an
age. But I learned: fanzines received in the mail are a gift. They should be sent a gift in return. I
came to believe that every fanzine should receive a LoC from me; that every real LoC should be
about the contents of the fanzine involved and the LoC should be sent in a timely manner. And I
did so for a long time. Except: one time I had nothing to say to something sent me by Leah Zeldes
Smith. Couldn't have been an issue of STET unless, perhaps, it was the one issue that was under
100 pages. I wrote something and apologised for not writing a proper l(etter) o(f) c(omment). She
was nice enough to write back and tell me that most fan editors consider any letter qualifies as a
LoC. Time passed. For various reasons I decided I did not wish to participate in letter columns
any longer. Informed people I was going to cease LoCcing. Some zines stopped coming. Some
kept coming. And I felt that I needed to send some response. So I sent what I considered thank
you letters. Which usually showed up in the Loc section in spite of the fact that some of them had
no mention at all of the contents of the previous issue. And then I did a little LoCcing and then
wrote some generic letter things as substitutes and then started THE LIFE OF RODNEY...YEAR 64
and a copy of that will go to anyone who sends me their fanzine. But no LoCs. So I have come full
circle.
In my personal opinion everyone who receives a paper fanzine in the mail should respond in
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some fashion. Some folks send their own zines; some LoC; some do both. If what the publisher
receives is not sufficient in his or her or their eyes, then the exchange is over. I do recognise the
irony in the fact that I consider letter columns to be the lifeblood of SFanzines; the most interesting
section of almost all zines and the one that I invariably read first while not participating in said
letter columns.
I have good reasons. At least to me.
And of course it is a decision of the publisher. Some people want some people to have copies of
their fanzines if those folks are reading said fanzines; some folks will send copies for ages with no
contact.
But there are, apparently, numerous ways of obtaining fanzines. Some of which I know nothing
about. So what....
I have just recently discovered that it is apparently possible to send an electronic version of a
fanzine directly to people provided both the publisher and the intended reader have the proper
equipment. Luddite that I am I have no idea what this entails; had no idea it was possible until
recently. I will say that I think this should be the same as paper fanzines; if a publisher sends you
a copy directly that means he hopes and wants something in return. A LoC though the ether is
presumably still a LoC.
And then there is the eFanzines site. In which, as far as I know, numerous fanzines are found,
there to be read on the computer screen by anyone who had a computer and the ability and
knowledge to find them, no cost and no obligation. There to be transferred to paper and read a
leisure. There to be printed and shipped to other folks.
Here is an area in which I disagree with Lloyd, who says he LoCs everything he reads off the
web and thinks he should. I got this issue of ASKANCE off the Internet via Chuck, who printed it
and others and shipped them to me. I owe him something. Thanks. I do not owe John Purcell
anything. Ipso facto there is no reason for me to LoC this fanzine.
Of course, back in the day, a couple of decades ago, Steve George shipped me bundles of
fanzines; all paper of course, and I sent LoCs off to a number of them and my 'fannish career' took
off. But given that all the zines that Chuck has been supplying are on the Internet and I don't have
a computer, the question of that happening again is academic.
There are apparently other methods of receiving fanzines. Sometimes people who attend cons
are handed copies of fanzines. I know this because I have read about it in fanzines. Sometimes
people who attend cons get laid. I know this ditto. Should the recipient write a letter to the
publisher in this this case? In my view, yes. If only to say that the fanzine was read. After all, it
was a gift given directly to you. Say thanks at least. Unless, of course, someone is running around
handing out copies willy-nilly. Can't recall ever hearing about that. I have heard that there is
something called a freebie table on which there are stacks of fanzines free for the taking. I can
recall publishers complaining about putting so many copies of their latest issue on the freebie
table; all copies disappearing but they received no response. Well, why should you?
I have never been to a con and never will, but if I were and there was a freebie table I would
take one copy of every fanzine available; bring them home, read them at my leisure and toss them
in the recycling bag. Of course, the guy who wanted to read every SFanzine being published and
wanted to Loc every fanzine he read would have written a letter to each of them. But I don't think
there is any obligation to do so.
Of course, sometimes a person gets bundles of paper fanzines. What happens there is really up
to the people involved. I have been fortunate to receive bundles from a few folks. I have ranged
from writing a letter to the sender and letters to a number of the publishers, to reading what
interested me and tossing the things in the trash. Right now I am doing some writing; bundles of
paper fanzines would likely get some reviews somewhere. But no LoCs. It is, however, an
excellent way to get prospective fans involved. I know that many fans are collectors. But if
anyone doesn't keep fanzines forever and happens to have a few and knows of someone who
might become a letter writers or article writer or even an artist; send that person some zines!
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What else? Some folks reading this may have seen some of my rants against that odious term: 'The
Usual.' I will refrain from another of those.
A number of fanzines are purely electronic, like this one. Quite a few are now both. John
allegedly prints some paper copies of ASKANCE. Actually I saw one once so I know it is true. His
definition of The Usual, which about the 18th definition of the damned thing I have seen, reads:
'which means expressed interest, submission and eventual inclusion of articles and artwork, letters
of comment, expressed interest and cold hard cash.'
Used to be you couldn't buy SFanzines except years ago when there was the sticky quarter deal.
Lots of them now have a dollar price attached. Price listed for ASKANCE is $3. I have no idea of
your order will be honoured: of the SFanzine publishers I have sent money to, half have responded
quickly and some not al all.
I am going to assume that 'expressed interest' appears twice simply due to writer error; I do it
myself too much. I will mention that I do not think he honours that part of his colophon.
Since I wrote very few articles; contributions were almost always review columns that were
always to fanzines that were coming anyway, I really know nothing about this aspect of the
fanzine business.
Letters of comment almost always bring a copy of the next issue. In my experience there have
only been a couple of occasions when this did not hold true. One was ASKANCE. But I believe he
went to strictly electronic issues around then.
Lloyd makes one of his one-size-fits-all assertions in that 'we all start reading at the front and read
through....' which is not at all true. I almost always start at the letter column. Having some notion
that I might conceivably receive a paper copy of this issue of ASKANCE, I read the Whither Fandom
section and then set the fanzine aside. Later, figuring 40 sheets of loose paper sitting on the living
room floor might become a nuisance and with no paper copy appearing I reread that section and
then read the letter column. Then, having gone that far, I figured I might as well read the rest...
Started with the fanzine column. Reviews of 3 fanzines all of which I have seen. A list of [At this
point it seems that Canadian Electrical Power proved to be a real fickle bitch.]
Hmnn ...power went off at that point. What would happen if this were a computer? In my case,
power was off for about 3 hours. Came back on a few minutes ago. Mail had brought another
packet of fanzines and I was reading REVENANT #7; forgot that the lamp was on and the
typewriter was on and also what I was typing.
A list of 126 fanzines that John read between the posting of the previous issue and the printing of
this one. Sheesh. At first glance this seems ridiculous. Then again: if Chuck maintains this
schedule he has been on I may read over 100 of the things in a 4 month period if I don't get any
directly. On the other hand: 2 issues of CHALLENGER in the bundle that came today. And he
includes THE LIFE OF RODNEY which has yet to be printed; I did send a notice, generic letter type
thing which was a one page or possibly 2. And I don't know anything about a lot of the zines
listed. I know it takes about 15 minutes to read an issue of BROKEN TOYS. Of course, a fast
reader...
There is a copy of EXHIBITION HALL in the bundle. Not sure what number. I guess I will go read
it. It is #21. No colophon! Opening page has lots of exclamation marks! Maybe Chris Garcia?
Well, here's a book review by James Bacon, and something silly, and a book review by Christopher
J Garcia, and some photos from Toronto, and then a bunch of writing on Jack the Ripper by
someone who can't seem to decide whether he is Chris or Christopher J. Guess what? It is good. I
have absolutely no interest in Jack the Ripper. But all this history and book reviews and material
was written in a manner that made me want to read it.
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If the power had not gone off I would have earlier typed something about the Garcia
contribution in ASKANCE along the lines of 'I have yet to read anything by this Garcia guy that I
thought was worth reading.' Can't say that any longer. Took me about 20 minutes to read this
zine.
Regardless of size and reading speed perusing 126 issues of SFanzines in a 3 or 4 month – or
whatever it was – period is indicative of a strong interest in the field. Not to mention that I just
noticed that on the list is DARK MATTER #9. I think I read that thing is over 200 pages. Lots in
here I have no knowledge of. Including one from the year of my birth.
Good healthy letter column. Some con listings, ignored by me. And the rest?
Well, the article by Andy Hooper appeared well written as would be expected but since it is
about a topic which is of absolutely no interest to me I abandoned it after a couple of pages. One
thing I found rather amusing was that Taral in his fandom piece complained about con reports that
describe panels, meals and parties and trip reports that cover meals and site viewings, and such,
and fan writing in which fans take a topic and blather on about nothing. And then, following the
Whither Fanzines section there are exactly those types of articles: by Chris Garcia, who writes like
an overly enthusiastic teenager in his report on some con; weird looking guy. Hey, I think I read
this guy likes wrestling. He looks something like Pampero Firpo circa 1970. I did read the article.
Jacqueline Monahan visits John Neilsen Hall. Then the Hooper article, and then a montage of
fannish writing by Taral himself. It was boring!
And I think that will do for this issue of ASKANCE.
FANSTUFF #'s 15 to 19. A fun fanzine.
While I did enjoy reading these essays defining fandom and its people, there was an element of
'why is he preaching to the choir like this?' and 90something% of the people who read a Katz zine
would know that SFandom and fanac are very important things to him. And people who do not
feel that way and act that way are not important, useless and of no interest to him. So what's the
point of publishing thousands of words on what makes a fan and what kind?
Well, he has done it before, quite a few times. Not to mention other folks have. Seems to be a
good topic. And, hey, I once had a debate with some folks about this matter which was something
like:
Them:
You are a fan.
Me:
I don't think of myself as a SFan.
Them:
You are definitely a Fan.
Me:
Okay, if you insist. But I am not. I am just a guy who enjoys reading SFanzines and
sometimes writing to or about them.
#18 has a cover essay regarding fanzine reviews. Oh-boy. I read this one twice, with great
interest. Capsule reviews or long, in-depth dissertations on every aspect of a fanzine. Long
review columns produce feuds and fighting. Yikes! The matter of how one would go about doing
an in-depth review of a short zine, FANSTUFF, for example, is not addressed. This is a matter
which has been pestering me. Of course the purpose of the review is a driving force here. If the
reviewer is trying to curry favour, well, long essays full of praise would be best. If the idea is to
point folks to a publication that they will hopefully like, well, positive statements are obviously
necessary. But is it necessary to write long essays? Arnie says to be fair, honest and straight.
Well...
FANSTUFF #'s 15 to 19: Each issue begins with a cover essay by editor Arnie Katz, which ranged
from informative to intriguing to really rather humorous, sometimes not intentionally. The one in
which he runs a tribute to that Garcia guy. #19 was friends having fun, I suspect, but nothing
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which I would suggest anyone would want to read; the one in #16 about the roots of Fandom
should be read by everyone who has any interest at all in SFandom. Issues are 12 to 18 pages;
David Williams contributes 3 articles. The one in #15 about fandom is an excellent essay that I
may suggest to those folks wondering what being a fanwriter is: read that essay; that is the
epitome of fanwriting. In #19 he writes about numbered fandom, an essay which I abandoned
after a couple of paragraphs as being too boring for words. Which may simply reflect my personal
opinion that the entire concept of numbered fandom is an extremely silly notion unworthy of the
very intelligent people who created it, and who espouse it, and not worth my time. The amusingly
named loccer room has letters from a variety of folks and, like all letter columns, are sometimes
fun, sometimes informative, sometimes nothing. I picked up quite a bit reading these. If you are
like me and enjoy reading things written by Robert Lichtman, he shows up in the letter column in
4 of the 5 issues.
Recommended Fanzine.
There's a capsule review. Will it piss anyone off? Dunno. Would a much longer essay delving
into letter topics and layout and things like that be more meaningful?
Well....
Lots of Potshot toons here and there.
Doing in-depth commentary require a good mind and memory, or lots of time and energy, and
going over things again. I read these issues over a couple of days; I found a bunch of things that
touched some sort of chord and now I can't find them again. Things that, if I had the technology
and the ability that on a rainy day I would sit down and go surfing. Don't have that stuff. It's up
to Chuck to do that. So: go over the issues one by one.
Arnie is a funny guy sometimes; the essay and sidebars on social fans were humorous. US And
THEM by David Williams is a superb essay. Poesy. Ugh! Loccer room: I wish I had read #14.
Some kind of ruckus at a con; sexual harassment. Later comments suggest it was something at a
panel. I do have some thoughts on this but would prefer more info. There is a LoC by Mr. Art
Widner who is 95 years old for God's sake. Still doing fanac! Unfortunately he writes in his own
personal shorthand which is sort of like trying to decipher the scrawlings of a 3 year old. I refuse
to try to read that. This would be a possible topic of interest if Chuck turns this into a LoC and it is
printed, which is: should editors publish LoCs written like this, or should they publish them using
proper words and spelling? This obviously would go against the stated loccer room rules of
printed what you write, and revising his LoC might piss Mr. Widner off and create a fan feud and
I am sure no one wants that. But I do wonder; Might it be best, in some cases, to correct for
spelling and such? [The problems with computers/word processors, etc, and how they deal with words,
typos and the like is often due to the fact that, whereas spelling mistakes are often highlighted, typos such as
missing letters – or errors which generate 'proper' words, are never picked up. Thus, when cutting &
pasting from one electronic medium to another – ie, email to word processor – errors are usually misted.]
Much of the LoCs have to do with that incident. Here's an intriguing thing: Robert Lichtman
says that he had never heard of Rene Walling. Really? I have heard of him. Amazing that I have
heard of a SF guy that Robert hasn't. He also says he didn't bother following any of the dozens of
links, which is what I would be doing if I had a computer and so forth. And then I would go look
at this old fanzine called PEON, and then I would go looking for someone named Nalini Hayne,
who was apparently slagged by Arnie in a past issue, and there seems to be a bit of a contretemps
about it; I would be curious to see what he wrote about this person. No idea who she is.
#16 starts with a good essay on the roots of fandom and why bother; sidebar on nomeclature is
truly hilarious. Never heard of Sid Coleman, skipped most of that essay and the song lyrics.
Robert Lichtman saves the loccer room from ennui and this one is 12 pages, and done...
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#17 starts with a lot of babble about classic fandom and changes in fandom since 1962, and David
Williams writes about the beginning of fandom and then kicks off the loccer room. Terry Kemp
who mentions someone named Bill Mills and in the skinny editorial comment thing Arnie
mentions a battle between this guy and Nic Farey about some Corflu convention and: “...he
expressed fears for his safety after Farey threatened physical violence...” What, that scrawny little
geek?! I have never met Nic Farey; I loved his fanzine when he used to send me copies and liked
much of his writing, but could not stand the man, as presented in his writing at least. Saw a photo
somewhere of him at said Corflu. Raises the question: should the people running the event not
have forbidden him from attending? What happened; what was done about it? That is something
I would be searching for, if I could.
#18 has the essay about fanzine reviews mentioned earlier. Then 7 pages of LoCs. Starts with
Taral Wayne then a LoC from a Brit which I started smiling at in the first paragraph. The guy
made some valid points mixed in with some really foolish comments, references this Haynes
woman, attacks poor Arnie for everything he dislikes about fans and fandom and I'm thinking,
boy is this guy going to get excoriated. But it was not to be. I wonder if the guy wrote in again.
David Williams, Earl Kemp's son again, Wahf'ed Robert Lichtman!
#19 started with the question: Is Chris Garcia the fan of tomorrow? What? I thought the guy was
everywhere. 18 pages this time. Robert and Arnie apparently did some research on the Brit
named Jonathan McCalmont. I wouldn't have bothered. On the other hand, Robert apparently
was searching for something and looked at this Nalini Haynes woman ...hey, is she the person
who does these 245 page fanzines?... found something which suggests she created some fanfic
involving Arnie, Robert and Joyce Katz which sounded intriguing. No longer available,
apparently. Arnie writes about how he spent his labour day weekend. Lots of intriguing bits in
here: “I didn't recognise the names of any of the fan Hugo winners.” Really? I will be intrigued
whenever I see said list of winners if I do.
Two major events are related. Bill Kunkel died a year ago. I had not had any contact with Bill
for ages; I always thought of Bill as a pro wrestling fan and then a SFan. I read the mini-obituary
in the WRESTLING OBSERVER NEWSLETTER and was saddened. Bill was a really talented guy. I
liked him. Arnie is doing a memoir. Wife Joyce is considering an anthology. If I had a way to
encourage her to do so I would. Hopefully if she does, she will include some of his wrestling
material. When the memoir appears I would like to see it, and if Joyce does the anthology I would
really like to see that as well.
And then he details meeting Joyce, shacking up, getting married and 30 some years later taking
her off to bed in the afternoon no less. Good on them!
And Locs. Somewhere in this bundle is mention that FANSTUFF has 350 readers. How does he
know? Maybe it's that many that he knows about. Elsewhere Arnie mentions there are 250,000
SFans and thus 250 Trufans. Really. So why is it that the loccer room has almost always, at least in
this bundle, Robert Lichtman, Terry Kemp, David Williams, Lloyd Penney and a few other guys
here and there. Hmnnn.
October 14. Just finished Episode 24 of Castle in which the 2 go off to dinner and I said “Oh, fuck
off!” I find myself talking to the characters on this show some, which should indicate a strong
connection. Still dislike the Castle character. Probably try something else next.
CHALLENGER #32 & #33. Read both issues. Well, what I wanted to. Not sure if I will write much
about these. I kind of like getting them in single sheets; easier to read than fastened together. [I
use a mono laser printer at work to run copies from PDF files for Rodney. Anything over a certain page
count goes unstapled due to the lack of any heavy duty stapler.] The Shelby Vick article in #33 was
wonderful; my feelings exactly. On the other hand: I skipped all the military stuff entirely.
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Interesting how sometimes the same writer provides excellent material one time and crap
another; or something I like a lot one time and I can't read it another. Good cases in here: in spite
of knowing nothing about rugby and caring less and the Brit con report that has 'I went here, I
drank some beer, I went there I drank this, I talked to..., we drank some beer' pisses me off to no
end. But I liked James Bacon's piece in #32. He is a good writer once you get past the booze
blather. Started some of the many pieces in #33, partway in I was, ugh, blah, who cares. Taral
Wayne was the other way round: his piece in #32 sucked big time; the thing in #33 was really
funny and enjoyable.
I also really liked the Kauffman statement:
Rest of the contents varied as usual from the entertaining to the "not a subject
I'm interested in," but as long as you keep providing such a variety of items
from the informative to the provocative to the whimsical, I'll keep reading.
Lillian is obviously not going to honour the $20 I sent him. I would like to see #30 [Not available
via eFanzines or Guy's website] if there's a chance. If not, then so be it.
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